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INTRODUCTION

The Accident Analysis in the Safety _mlysis Report (SAP,) for the SavannahRiver
Site (SRS) Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) has recently undergonean upgrade.
Non-reactor SARs at SRS (and other Departmentof Energy...(l_.OE)s.ites) useprob.a.btiis.tic
techniques to assess the frequency of accidencs at meir tacmues. _nts paper aescnoes me
application of an extension of the Accident Progression Event Tree (APET) approach to
accidents at the SRS DWPF, The APET technique allows an integrated model of the
facility risk to be developed, where previous probabflistic accident analyses have been
limited to the quantification of the frequency and consequences of individual accident
scenarios treated independently. Use of an APET allows a more structured approach,
incorporating both the treauuent of initiators that are common to more than one accident,
and of accident progression at the facility.

PREVIOUS DWPF PROBABILISTIC ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The previousDWPF SAR usedfault treetechniquesto calculate the frequency of many
accidents of interest. These accidents were modeled as being independent of one another
except for a few physical interactions between components. There was no "sequence
analysis" as might be found in a conventional reactorPSA, Each def'med accident (this
paper does not discuss the identification of these accidents) had an accident fault tree
developed for it with a top event such as "frequency that tank X explodes" (note that the
top event in this case is a frequency and not a probability). The trees have many
dependencies between them from the standpoint of common systems. For instance, electric
power, purge systems, and conu'ol systems appear in many of the trees. The trees
themselves are conventional in development except for the method of solution. The DWPF
SAR fault trees use what is termed an "initiator!enabler" technique for calculating the
failure frequency of the system. To illustrate, consider the parallel, independent two
component system requiring only one component to function shown in Figure 1.
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FigureI ExampleInitiator/EnablerSystem

An approximation of the unavailability of the system, Usys, is UAUB. However, the
frequency of the failure of the system would be:

fsys = UAIB + UBIA

where the I values are the failure frequencies for each component, This exl_ression reflects
the fact that eRher A or B may fail first, with the l_mainin_ component having to fail to fail
the system. The fault tree for this system would be built wlth A and B under an "and" gate,
and a module in the CAFTA software I (CSRAM, not generally included) calculates the
correct combination. The analyst is responsible for defining both A and B as "initiator-
enablers" so that the correct result is obtained. Within this context, there is no defined
"sequence" leading to the accident, and previously no way to couple the trees to get a result
which could be propagated fl_roughto overall risk in a probabilisticaDy correct fashion.

ACCIDENT PROGRESSION EVENT TREE

The Accident Progression Event Tree (APET) technique was developed in support of
the NUREG-1150 Reactor PSA program 2,3 fox" modeling the "Level 2", or accident
progression analysis portion of the PSAs. It is similar in concept to conventional event trees
as used in ProbabiListic Safety Assessments (PSAs), with several very importam
differences. The technique has bccn most recently used at SRS for the K.Reactor PSA4.

An APET consists of a series of top events, and a branch structure beneath each top
event, as in conventional event tr_ development. However, the branches beneath each top
event are not incorporated independent of frequency by "drawing" or hard-wiring
connections from previous _vents. Rather, the branch taken by a sequence at any given
node is specified by a set of rules associated with the top event.This means d_at the ta'ee
branch structure is defined based on the identified relationships between events and
phenomena. The software then "draws" the corresponding branch su-ucture.

A further enhancement over more traditional event tree development is the abflit), of the
software to perform path dependent calculations on user defined parameters, and make
branching decisions based upon the results. Parameters (user defined values of any type)
may be defined to associate with any top event. Their values are passed down every
sequence for use in calculations in subsequent questions. The evaluations and calculations
are sequence dependent. The results may thus be used in subsequent branching or split
fraction decisions. In the current analysis, parameter values were used to characterize
support state and mission time information. These values were then used to evaluate
subsequent accident probabilities.

APET SOLUTION TO DWPF ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The APET as developed for the DWPF uses three sets of questions to model the
initiation and progression of accidents in the facility. The first set of questions models the
status of support systems such as nonual and backup electric power, nitrogen, C02, and air
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purge systems, process water, chilled water, and process steam. Next, a set of questions that
mirror each of the accident fault tree top events are added. These questions are dependent
upon the support systems status. The final set of questions modeIs the phenomenological
progression of accidents, i.e., potential damaging effects of explosions, fires, etc.

Support State and Accident Fault Tree Structure

The APET for the DWPF uses a support state method for separating the dependent
portions of the accident fault trees into independent states. This stt_cture was complicated
since many of the support systems, and, in fact, some of the independent systems may act
as either initiators (quantified with a frequency) or enablers (quantified with an
unavailability). To arrive at the correct probabilistic result, a method has been devised for
duplicating the necessary combinations of initiator/enabler sta -_tesof the systems, and for
coupling the cut sets derived from the solution of the accident fault trees into split fractions
within the APET. The EVNTRE code3 used to solve the APET was designed to be linked
to a user written subroutine called the user function, or "UFUN". The UFUN is written in
FORTRAN and may be designed to perform any calculations that are required during
solution of the A.PET. For the DWPF APET, the UFUN is designed to quantify outsets
from the accident fault trees, given a specific state of the support systems.

The support system states are set up through a set of questions asking the status (failed
or working) of each of the support systems. Fmxher, the first question in the tree asks which
of the support systems (if any) is the initiator on the current sequence. Since there can be
only one initiator (frequency) per sequence, this restricts all of the other systems to be
enablers (unavailabilities) on the current sequence. At each support system qttestion, a
parameter is set that defines whether the system is failed or working, and whether it is an
initiator or not on the culxent sequence. These parameters are passed to the user function as
a group to define the support state for the current sequence.

Figure 2 is a short graphical representation of the support state structure. The first
question asks what the initiator is. As shown, it may be one of several different support
systems, or, it may be a branch not shown in Figure 2, the "no common system initiator"
branch, where common system failures do not occur as initiators. Once the initiator is set,
the rest of the support system questions are asked. Dependencies between the systems are
included, such as the dependency between the air purge and the normal electric power. In
some cases, a specific system will not be applicable along a branch. Figure 2 shows two
cases of this: (1) if a system fails as the initiator on a sequence, then it camot fail as the
enabler, and (2) a system such as backup CO2 is not needed if the primary CO2 system
does not fail. Each end state on the tree in Figure 2 defines a specific support state for the
accident fault tree questions to process.

The accident fault tree questions take the sets of support state parameters as input
through the UFUN. The UFUN processes the support state parameters in a manner such
that different combinations of support system failures result in appropriate accident
frequencies, calculated directly from the accident fault tree zesults (cut sets). Each accident
fault tree has its own APET question. The probability of the accident occurring is
dependent upon the current path through the support system questions, i.e., the support
state. To quantify an accident fault tree for any one support state, the cut sets for that
accident fault tree are s,_,arched (dynamically, during the APET solution) for all cut sets
which contain the correct support system failures for that support state. Only these cut sets
are quantified along this path through the APET. Ultimately, all of the cutsets for each of, p , ,

the trees will be assigned to some path m the APE I'. Note that for an arbttrary accident
fault tree, some combinations of support system failures may not result in the accident
occurring. In this case, no cut sets will be found for that fault tree top event question, a
probability of zero will be calculated, and that accident will not occur along that path in the
APET. This ensures consistency between the APET and the accident fault trees.

Each of the accident fault tree questions is asked for each of the support states. Thus, if
two or more accidents may result from some specific combination of support system
failures, then that support state path will predxct a sequence with multiple accidents.
Further, the APET quantification ensures that the correct frequency will be calculated,
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.. " taking into account the dependency of the support systems between the accidents. This
frequency will be higher than it"the fault trees were, taken to be independent and their
frequencies combined. Essentially, the sequence logtc, combined with a system of path
dependent parameters, becomes an expert system for deciding which cut sets within tl_eset
of cut sets for a particular accident belong on any path through the APET. This allows
integration of the entire set of accident fault trees into one probabilistic logic model,
including a correct treatment of the dependenci_ in file models.

_ ,,,., , . - .. .. -- . , --

th,e sequence powerfailas powerfail as purgefail as Purge failas ] Backup fail as
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system initiators - ' - ......

Figure2 ExampleSuppo_StateAPETFragment

Phenomenological Modeling

The APET is also a consistent framework for assessing the potential accident
progressions resulting from each initiator modeled. Physical propagation of accidents due
to componem interactions are rarely defined in previous DWPF work. A detailed model of
potential progressions is defined within the APET. The status of mitigative systems such as
the ventilation and filter system is also treated within the APET framework, including
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" dependencies such as electric power that may contribute as the cause of the accident as well
as to defeat the ventilation system. The treatment of phenomenological events such as the

. progression of the effects of explosions is a forte of the APET method. Significant work
was performed to define these progressions.

In the APET, questions are used to model progressions of events within each of the
main processing areas, as well as possible interactions between them. In certain situations,
it is necessary to ask the same question more than once to enable the modeling of possible
variations in the progressions.

The current model treats numerous physical effects that may.occur during an accident,
The DWPF main processing area is sepaxated into three mare processing eells, each
con'-mining multiple pieces of equipment. Energetic events such as tank explosions in these
cells may cause damage to adjacent tanks or equipment. This damage may be caused either
through direct explosive damage, or through indirect damage from heavy steel cell covers
that may be displaced and fall into the cells. The phenomenological modeling perfot_ned to
support the predicted progressions is described in Reference 5.

Seismic Analysis

The treatment of the effects of seismic events on the DWPF is achieved with the same
APET logic structure as for other accidents, however, the problem of the initiator/enabler
combinations is removed. This is due to the fact that the seismic event will always be the
"initiator". Specific questions are also introduced to model tlae probability of failure of
certain gross components (tanks, building, etc.) due to the seismic event. To encompass the
possible range of earthquakes that may impact the facility, the hazard space ("g" level) is
divided into six ranges from 0.05 g to 0.65 g peak ground acceleration. The APET is then
quantified six time_ with appropriate values of the seismic hazard frequency and g.level
dependent fragility values. These results may be analyzed separately to investigate g-level
dependent effects on the accident response of the plant, or probabilisticaUy added to
generate the overM1seismic risk for the facility.

Two problems long recognized in seismic mmlysis are quantification of high probability
sequences, and the correct incorporation of success states within a seismic sequence
analysis. The success sequence prot_lem does not occur for the APET solution, since the
APET and EVNTRI_ software explicitly consider all success and failure pathways that
exceed the user-defined probability cutoff level, correctly accounting for the success and

failure split fractions. To correctly quantify the fault tree cutsets during the APET solution,a special UFUN was written that incorporates an iterative algorithm that solves the cutsets
to an arbitrary precision. This algorithm currendy requires a significant amount of cur.set
Dreorocessing to be efficient. This preprocessing involves presolving subsets of the cutsets
t'hat are not dependent on common systems or on variables that are included in the
uncertainty analysis. The remaining outsets are analyzed to form a truth table that the
solution .algorithm may use during tl_e APET solution. Software has been developed to
perform this data reduction and to form the necessary truth tables for the analysis. Note that
this cutset pre-processing must be performed for each g-level to be quantified if there are
cutsets containing components that have g-level dependent fragilities.

RESULTS

Direct results of the APET solution are used to generate "Risk Dominant" and
"Consequence Dominant" sequences for each of the accident initiators. The use of these
sequences is discussed in Reference 6. The Risk Dominant sequences are defined as those
with the highest combinations of frequency and radiological impact, while the
Consequence Dominant sequences are defined as those producing the largest consequences.
These sequences are identified as a means to discuss the major effects of the individual
accidents defined for the DWPF in a manner similar to previous versions of the SAR.

To estimate the overall facility risk, the APET sequences are evaluated through a
"source term algorithm" built specifically for DWPF (similar to the K Reactor algorithm
described in Reference 4). Source terms, and ultimately consequence estimates for the
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accidents described by the APET are thus developed. Finally, the frequencies and
. consequences derived may be combined into an integrated picture of the overall risk from

the operation of the DWPF in a manner identical to that described in Reference 4. Specific
results of these analyses are presented in Reference 6.

CONCLUSIONS

The APET analysis as described above allows, for the first time, an overall estimate of
the risk from a non-reactor nuclear facility at the Savannch River Site. Consistent
treatments of accident dependencies, accident progressions and phenomenological events,
source term production, consequence estimation and risk assembly have been achieved.
Uncertainties in the overall risk have also been estimated for the first time in a non-reactor
facility SAR. This analysis, while not a full-scale PSA for the facility, allows a much more
consistent and detailed investigation into the important factors for the facility risk the_ has
been possible to date. Some of the major conclusions are discussed in Reference 6. ,..-
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